The Bend
The Combi
The Laser
The Press
The Punch
The Shear
The System
The Software

Prima Power LPBB
The FMS for unique versatility

Prima Power LPBB
– the art of integration
The outstanding productivity offered by the LPBB flexible
manufacturing system results from several factors.
Firstly, it is automatic and the process is extremely fast,
which means low manufacturing cost per component.
Secondly, it features both machine flexibility and routing

flexibility, which is why minimum production time is wasted
when changing from one product to the next one and
the production time can always be put to maximum use.
And thirdly,with the combination of integrated work stages
and the precision with which they are performed even
the most challenging fabrication tasks can be handled.
LPBB integrates punching, laser cutting, intelligent part
handling and high-quality bending.
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The productivity offered by this concept derives
from integration of
- Versatile servo-electric punching
LP

- Servo-electric bending
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- Automatic,flexible material flow and
- Sophisticated software

Material
flows
Raw material flow

1 Raw materials

Skeleton flow

2 Skeletons

Part flow

3 Laser cut / punched parts
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- Modern laser cutting
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Punching, laser cutting and bending
integrated and automated
For a good reason...

LPBB makes it easy…

Very fast reaction times are expected
in modern production. The machine
needs to be flexible and extremely fast
for a quick response to production
orders, often for very small quantities.

With laser cutting
there are:

... and when you
punch you can also:

... and servo-electric
bending features:

-

-

- high accuracy and
surface quality
- high repeatability
- versatility and
flexibility
- customization with
a range of options
- high productivity
with automatic tool
change
- off-line programming
- low running costs

There may be a rush order, or a test
series to prove delivery capacity; here
the laser is often the answer. Again,
in longer series punching adds manufacturing speed and cost efficiency,
allowing e.g.versatile forming and providing competiveness unmatched by
individual laser or punching machines.

no burrs
no nibble marks
no problems with tonnage
no tools
no die clearance
no sharp corners
no delays due to fast set-up

tap
countersink
form
rib
make extrusions
hem
make louvers
use wheel tools
use a wide range of
Multi-Tools®
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Some of the illustrations show equipment without safety devices and some with optional equipment

1
Integrated
servo-electric
punching and
fiber laser
cutting head,
Combi Genius

2
Small part
sorting for
laser cut
parts, SUC

3
Loading and
stacking robot
LSR

4
LSR
input/output
station for
raw materials,
stacked parts
and skeletons

5
Direct
connection
from LSR to
Express Bender
EBe

6
Positioning
conveyor
device PCD
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PCD wagon for
external parts
feed in

Servo-electric
Express Bender
EBe

Tilting unloading
table TUT
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LPBB with FL storage
FL storage is an economical solution when fast raw material
changes are needed due to production requirements.
FL storage consists of FLD (Fast Loading Device), shelving
unit, Night Train cassettes and a safety solution.There are
different heights of storage solutions available with the
capacity of different material positions from five up to
twelve.

Shelving unit has three loading positions, where sheet bundles on cassettes can be brought with a forklift.Sheet material can be inserted onto cassettes also on wooden pallets.
FLD gripper can pick up sheet material directly from any
cassette on loading position and deliver sheet material
either directly to machine connection or store materials to
cassettes on fixed positions in the shelving unit.
Prima Power flexibility and versatility
FL storage enables fast availability of different materials for
production where batches are small and material changes
continuously, like door and steel furniture manufacturing.
As the key component of FL storage is the FLD, which
later on can be integrated into a NightTrain FMS® solution.
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1
FL storage

3

Loading device
LD with
connection to
FL storage

Integrated
servo-electric
punching and
fiber laser
cutting head,
Combi Genius
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5

Loading and
stacking robot
LSR with
automatic
Combo Tower
connection

LSR output
station for
stacked parts
and skeletons
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Direct
connection
from LSR to
Express Bender
EBe

Part centering
conveyour
PCD and
bend part
turning device
BTD

Material
flows
Raw material flow

1 Raw materials

Skeleton flow

2 Skeletons

Part flow

3 Laser cut / punched parts
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PCD wagon
for external
parts feed in

9
Servo-electric
Express Bender
EBe

10
Tilting
unloading
table TUT

LPBB with Combo Tower
Combo Tower is a comprehensive solution for a sheetmetal working factory designed for automatic operation.
It can serve as a material storage and as a buffer storage
for punched and laser-cut parts. Combo Tower storage
can have one or two shelving units and the height of the
units can be chosen according to needs.

When fast response time for material change is needed, a
highly productive optional feature is available for loading
single sheets. With a special gripper, single sheets can
be loaded to the machine cells equipped with LD loading
device connection to Combo Tower. Thus the storage
crane has a dual function: handling sheet stacks on cassettes and loading individual sheets.
ComboTower integration also provides an optimal solution
for lights-out production when the capacity of available
materials and stacking areas can meet the requirements.
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1
Integrated
servo-electric
punching and
fiber laser
cutting head,
Combi Genius

2

3

Automatic
Combo Tower
storage for raw
material,
stacked parts
and skeletons

Combo Tower
input/output
station IOW for
raw material,
stacked parts
and skeletons

4
Loading and
stacking robot
LSR with
automatic
Combo Tower
connection

5
Direct
connection
from LSR to
Express Bender
EBe

6

7

Part centering
conveyour PCD
and bend part
turning device
BTD

PCD wagon for
external parts
feed in

8
Servo-electric
Express Bender
EBe

9
Tilting unloading
table TUT

Material
flows
Raw material flow

1 Raw materials

Skeleton flow

2 Skeletons

Part flow

3 Laser cut / punched parts
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LPBB in
Night Train FMS®

Night Train FMS® is a comprehensive solution for a sheet
metal working factory designed for automatic operation,
whose basic equipment is an automatic storage. It can
serve as a material storage and as buffer storage for
punched and laser-cut parts as well.
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Material
flows
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1
Raw material flow

1 Raw materials to Night Train FMS®

Skeleton flow

2 Skeletons from Night Train FMS®

Part flow

3 Ready parts to bending direct from the
cutting head or through Night Train FMS®
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Machining cells and manual work stations are located
around the storage. The automated material handling and
storage capacity of the automatic storage enables long
unmanned operating cycles.
Night Train FMS® can be easily expanded with different
machining cells or additional shelves. Max. number of storage shelving units is unlimited.
The use of Night Train FMS® is very simple.The user only
fills in the material information to the storage control software. When basic information of the material has been
saved, the sheet quantities are determined on the basis of
weighing data.

Night Train FMS® receives material orders from the cells
connected to it. It selects the material cassette automatically and delivers it to the cell. The state of the cassette
in the cell is monitored on a real-time basis. If the cell
returns parts to the storage, the quantity of parts is also
monitored in real time during the operation of the cell.
Parts can be unloaded from the storage either through
the manual stations or by connecting an automated bending cell as part of system. Parts are ordered from storage
control software, an additional terminal or from Tulus®
Bend, bending cell control software.
For LPBB line Night Train FMS® solution provides the
same benefits as integration of Combo Tower storage
solution. On top of that, Night Train FMS® is a platform
on which future growth can be built whenever new production capacity is needed.
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1
Night Train FMS ®
input/output
station IOW for
raw material,
stacked parts and
skeletons

2
Automatic Night
Train FMS®
storage for raw
material, stacked
parts and
skeletons

3
Integrated servoelectric punching
and fiber laser
cutting head,
Combi Genius

4
Loading and
stacking robot
LSR with
automatic Night
Train FMS®
connection

5
Direct connection
from LSR to
Express Bender
EBe

6
Part centering
conveyor PCD
and bend part
turning device
BTD with
automatic Night
Train FMS®
connection

7
PCD wagon for
external parts
feed in

8
Servo-electric
Express Bender
EBe

9
Tilting
unloading
table TUT
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LPBB – superb when separate,
perfect together
ACCESSIBLE
Easy to use and monitor

INTELLIGENT RAM
More tools in turret and
shorter tool change times
SCRATCH FREE
Vertically moving brushes prevent
the scratching of sensitive materials

Combi Genius – punching and laser cutting
in an integrated cell
The sheet metal fabrication process is under a major
change in most parts of the world. Before, individual

punch and laser were used, but it makes more sense to
combine different technologies and process – even intricate
– components with one setup and one program in a highly
automated way.
Combi Genius combines servo-electric and fiber laser
technologies in a manufacturing solution that offers outstanding flexibility, speed, accuracy and productivity.
Combining different technologies is a field of specialty,
and Prima Power has specialized in it successfully for 25
years with the laser punch.The new generation of Combi
Genius offers benefits such as:
- High productivity due to versatility – “five-in-one”
- Punching, forming, marking, laser cutting, tapping;
high speeds, ease of operation, minimum set up times
- Cutting of materials like copper or brass
- Small power supply connection and very low energy
consumption due to servo-electric punching and fiber
laser cutting technologies
- Inherently low maintenance cost
- No laser gas required
- High tooling capacity = fast setup and less waiting time

Combi Genius with loading and stacking robot LSR

Key data Combi Genius
- Max.sheet sizes 3,074 mm x 1,565 and
4,300 mm x 1,565 mm
- 3 and 4 kW fiber laser source
- Punching speed up to 1,000 hpm / 1 mm
- 500 hpm / 25 mm
- Punching forces up to 30 tons (33 US ton)
- Punching and laser cutting capacity up to 8 mm
8

-

Sheet positioning speed 150 m/min
Individual clamp movement for full sheet utilization
Tooling capacity up to 384 tools with Multi-Tool®
Index stations for minimum set up times
Brush tables for low noise,sheet support and avoiding
scratches
- Average power consumption 11 kW

Servo-electric punching

A wide range of options

A modern turret punch press uses numerically controlled,
servo-electric axes, which provides outstanding energy
efficiency, low maintenance requirement and a high speed
of operation.The cornerstones of its productivity include
large tool capacity, the wide range of tools available and
easy and fast set-up change. Forming and other auxiliary
work stages, and ease of use are further factors reducing
the manufacturing cost per component thus making the
turret punch press a productive and competitive manufacturing solution.

There is a wide selection of optional equipment and features with which the standard machine can be customized to
meet specific requirements.Most of these can also be installed later as machine upgrades:
-

Upforming
Laser marking, Inkjet, labelling device
Extra clamp and individual movement
Multi-Tool® stations
Lifting brush tables, etc.
Flexible automation

Two performance levels
LSR loading and stacking robot
The new Genius series has models on two
complementary performance levels.
PURE meets all the targets set for an
attractively priced, yet efficient production
machine;
DYNAMIC offers the best productivity
and performance in the market. Both models come with the latest features and can be
equipped with the whole range of options.

Flexible turret design
Either a fully customized 16-station all-index turret or a
20-station turret can be chosen. Also a totally re-designed
turret is available; it can be customized and optimized for
any requirement.Simultaneously,a record-breaking number
of 384 tools can be available in the turret; thus unnecessary
set-ups can be easily avoided. The maximum number of
index tools is 128.

The high-performance portal type loading and stacking robot LSR provides extremely flexible, reliable and fully automatic handling of raw material, ready parts and skeletons.
Modern Fiber laser
It is safe to say that the fiber laser has swept the market
and dominates especially the cutting of thinner materials.
Fiber technology also evolves.With the latest Prima Power
innovation that optimizes the high brilliance laser beam,
delivery fiber, collimator and application parameters, also
thicker materials can be cut burr-free.When the material
is thin, for the first time in the world it can be cut at
150 m/min on a punch laser combination. Prima Power sets
a new standard for fiber laser cutting.
Prima Power Combi Genius features a modern 3 kW or
4 kW fiber laser source with low energy consumption and
no need for laser gases.Thus the Combi Genius is a perfect
example of the Prima Power Green Means® philosophy.
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LPBB – superb when separate,
perfect together

Automatic bending – Express Bender EBe
The automatic Express Bender solution, featuring Prima
Power's servo-electric technology,offers outstanding benefits through very fast operation, flexibility for small series
production, and low energy and low maintenance cost.
Highly accurate parts with high surface quality can be
made as required for e.g. design products.This is achieved
through precise control of bending axes, fast and smooth
bending, open programmability, and the fact that the
construction is immune to variation in thermal conditions.
Express Bender can be configured by using a wide range of
bending capabilities and automation options.
Automatic unloading and
stacking add unmanned
production capacity

Servo-electric Express Bender
- Max. bending lengths
EBe4
2,250 mm
EBe5
2,750 mm
EBe6
3,350 mm
EBe 3820 3,800 mm
- Capable of even the most intricate
bending tasks – with off-line programming
10

- Excellent bending accuracy and surface quality
- High repeatability
- High versatility with ASP additional short blades and
AUT Additional Upper Tool
- High productivity and flexibility thanks to automatic
tool change ATC and loading in hidden time
- Flexibility and part loading in masked time
- Two operating modes for optimum surface quality
- Power consumption 9.5 – 13.5 kWh

Bend press

Two operating modes

EBe has two frames: the stationary main frame (1) and the
C frame (2). The C-frame mounts within the main frame
and supports the upper and lower bending blades.

The Prima Power solution offers a choice of two interpolation modes of operating blades for optimum surface
quality, also ensured by brush tables. With the “rolling
mode” there is no relative friction between blade and
material, which saves the material surface from damages
and reduces wear of the blade. With the standard “circular mode”, the contact point remains constant whereas
the contacting point of the blade changes during the bending movement.

The upper tool (3) consists of a tool holder bar with tool
segments that can be composed to match the size required by the work piece and to contract for part exit.
The tools composition of the upper tool is made at 4 mm
steps.The upper tool holder can allow contraction of tool
segments for disengagement, several spaces between tool
segments and their compaction.
The fixed lower tool (4) holds the work piece in position
during the bending procedure.It consists of a single element
that is fitted to base beam.

Programmable upper tool crowning device
The device is used for correcting the straightness when
thick material is bent or long bends are made.
Work piece centering system

There are two bending blades, the upper one (5) to make
negative (downward) bends and the lower one (6) to make
positive (upward) bends.

The centering system offers a big advantage as the part is
centered accurately only once.
The two positioning pin units support two pins each.These
are individually controlled by 3 CNC axes for parts with
even asymmetric notches.

1

Manipulator
5

3

During the bending sequence, the manipulator performs all
sheet movements by NC control axes once the sheet has
been loaded onto the machine table.
Modern software

2
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The latest generation of Prima Power bending software
(Tulus® Bend and Master BendCam) includes numerous
new features that facilitate the process from programming
to operation monitoring and has been designed especially
for ease of use.
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Designed for design products
In addition to versatility, efficiency and accuracy the LPBB
manufacturing line has been designed to ensure that manufacturing and material handling technology meet the
requirements set to edge and surface quality by design
products.

Complicated corner notching is a perfect example of
fabrication tasks where the integrated laser proves its
validity as a manufacturing technology. Using a variety of
tools, some of them most likely special, notching could be
made, but especially in smaller series the cost would be
prohibitive. The integrated laser – “extra tool in turret”
– of the Combi Genius handles the task economically,
flexibly and fast.
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Versatility of LPBB makes it possible to perform a wider
range of manufacturing tasks. On the other hand, it gives
more freedom to the design department to come up
with the optimum product at optimum manufacturing
cost. The most cost efficient manufacturing method or
combination can be chosen, and automation and integration minimize non-value-added time.

Over the years, the Prima Power product range has been
developed towards greater flexibility and operating economy through versatility, high automation level and low
energy and maintenance costs.

®

Also for a long time, the ecological aspects have been
included among design criteria.This translates into technology and knowhow which meet requirements of both productivity and more sustainable manufacturing.
We provide Green Means®.
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With Tulus® software
the process is
at your fingertips

Tulus® Office

The Tulus® software family developed by Prima Power is
a powerful tool for managing the entire LPBB process. It
consists of several modules.
Tulus® Cell
Tulus® Cell is a machine
user interface which controls machine operation,
tools, machining order
and sorting of the finished parts.

Tulus Office is a scalable software package that offers a
variety of options connecting to machinery at the shop
floor.
Tulus® Power Processing

Tulus® stacking & sorting management
Tulus® calculates automatically the part positions on
the pallets and in the boxes and the times at which the
parts must be removed from the stacking areas manually or, in the storage connection, automatically. Cassette
changes become automatic.
Tulus® Bend

Tulus® Power Processing is a Manufacturing Execution
Systems (MES) which is easy to connect with other information systems such as ERP. With Power Processing
you can control the whole production process, from
ordering, programming and machine loading to all the
way to the finished product and reporting.
Tulus® Power Processing makes the production process
transparent and easier to manage.There is always data of
the production status and in which work stage each component is.
Tulus® e-Kanban digitizes the ordering process

The parts that come to the bending center are managed
in Tulus® Bending view. With Tulus® you can control
the bending of the parts as well as part stacking with robot
(and manage stacking area of PSR robot and external
production).
There are three different modes for the Bending task list:
- Normal mode: parts are bent according to the sequence in the task list.
- Search mode: parts are bent according to availability.
Parts coming from laser cutting are handled first and parts
from the cassette are bent from topmost stacks.
- Direct mode: parts coming from laser cutting are sent
directly to bending. If there is another work active in the
bending cell, it is interrupted until the direct mode part
has been bent.
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Tulus e-Kanban can be used for all part ordering processes,
not only sheet metal parts.Part's metadata is used to determine where the order is placed, how large is the batch size,
storage location,etc.Order can go either to ERP or directly
toTulus® Power Processing order management.Operators
no longer need to look for paper orders because orders are
entered digitally directly to where they are intended.

LPBB – piece by piece as you need
Investment in a Flexible Manufacturing System is a highly
cost efficient solution when production targets are challenging.The investment is also easy to make since thanks to
modularity the system can be flexibly built up in stages.
If, for example, technology currently used for
bending gives satisfactory performance
but the production of flat components
needs to be improved, nothing prevents
commissioning a punching – laser cutting
cell now and upgrading it to FMS level
with bending capacity later. Or vice versa, if
the time to replace press brakes with an automatic bending
cell is now, but blank fabrication capacity is sufficient, a
punching - laser cutting cell can be integrated with Express
Bender EBe years after it has been installed.

Everything now...

...or in stages
as you need

Also Prima Power material handling technology is modular
and allows changes to be made as production targets
develop. With the modular Prima Power storage solutions
such as Night Train FMS® there is no limit to how many
storage shelving units can be retrofitted when needed.
Finally, the wide range of punching and bending options is
there to ensure that if something that is not needed today
will become mandatory next year it can be added to the
existing manufacturing line.
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